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2011 promises to be an exciting year for Water History. Since our inception in 2009, we have produced two issues a year. With interest in the journal and field of water studies continuing to grow, we plan to publish three issues this year.

This issue continues our journey across space (northern Spain, Finland, South Africa, and the American Southwest) and time (12th century to the present). While the articles employ a range of approaches, methods, and sources, they all show the value of historicizing current debates on water management. As politicians, economists, water managers, and users debate the best way to address issues of equitable and effective distribution, economic and environmental costs, and increasing demands, drawing upon past experience is more important than ever.

The opening article by Christopher Gerrard examines technologies of water capture, storage, and distribution in northeastern Spain beginning in the Middle Ages. Gerrard uses both contemporary documents and archaeological fieldwork to explore allocation and administration of water rights in the region. After the 12th century, new patterns of land ownership and the Christian political administration influenced irrigation practice in the region. Gerrard shows that although irrigators continued to make routine decisions about their water system, they were no longer self-determining communities.

The contribution of Harri Mäki, Petri Juuti, and Rikka Rajala uses a comparative framework to historicize debates about water privatization in the cities of Tampere, Finland and Johannesburg, South Africa. By examining the similarities and differences in the construction of private waterworks by Wilhelm von Nottbeck (Tampere) and Sammy Marks (Johannesburg), the authors argue for the role of municipal governments in decisions about water supply. While the authors see a role for private capital, municipal oversight is needed to protect the public interest.

Finally, April Summitt takes us to the American Southwest where contestation over the use of the Colorado River continues. Summitt analyzes debates over the reallocation water
in light of the region’s continuing water shortages and increased population. She argues for a “middle ground between free markets and public trusts.” Her article reminds of the continuing power of rivers to shape life in arid regions.
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